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ON CONDITIONING FOR A GENERAL SYSTEM 
OF FOUR POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 

M. S. N. MURTY 

Abstract. In this paper we investigate the close relationships between the stability 
constants and the growth behaviour of the fundamental matrix to the general 
FPBVP'S associated with the general first order matrix differential equation. 

I. Introduction 

Boundary value problems play an important role in a variety of real world problems. 
In finding solutions to boundary value problems, the construction of Green's matrix is 
vital. It is well known that the construction of Green's matrix plays an important role 
in solving problems involving non-singular matrices ([1],[4])). In this paper we consider 
the four point boundary value problem (FPBVP) associated with the general first order 
matrix differential equations of the form 

Ly= P(t)y' + Q(t)y = f(t), a:$ t :$ d (1.1) 

where P, Q E [Lp(a, d)Jnxn, f E [Lp(a, d)t for some p satisfying (1 :$ p < oo) satisfying 
the boundary condition 

By= My(a) + Ny(b) + Ry(c) + Sy(d) = et (1.2) 

where M,N,R,S E Rnxn and a E Rn, and y(t) is a column matrix with components 
(y1, y2, ... , Yn) and we assume throughout this paper that P( t) is a non-singular square 
matrix on [a, d]. 

The condition numbers in principle indicate by how much any possible error in the 
boundary conditions may be amplified; it turns out that they also play an important 
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role in estimating the global error due to small perturbations. In this direction Matheja 
[2], Murty and Sivasundaram [3] have obtained results for two and three point boundary 
value problems associated with linear and non-linear differential equations. In this paper 
we investigate the close relationships between the stability constants and the growth 
behavior of the fundamental matrix to the general FPBVPs. Moreover we show that the 
conditioning number is the right criterion to indicate possible error amplifications of the 
perturbed boundary conditions. 

2. Main results 

The problem (1.1) and (1.2) is called invertible if the homogeneous BVP correspond 
ing to (1.1) and (1.2) with f = 0 and a= 0 has only the trivial solution y = 0. Evidently 
the FPBVP (1.1) and (1.2) has a unique solution y if and only if the characteristic matrix 
D = MY(a) + NY(b) + RY(c) + SY(d) is non-singular where Y is a fundamental matrix 
for Ly= 0. In this case the general solution is given by 

y(t) = Y(t)D-10: + 1d G(t,s)f(s)ds 
where G is the Green's matrix for the homogeneous BVP given by 

(2.1) 

G(t, s) = 
tE(a,b] 

{ 

Y(t)D-1 MY(a)Y-1(s)P-1(s) a S s St Sb< c < d 
-Y(t)D-1[NY(b) + RY(c) + SY(d)JY-1(s)P-1(s) a St< s Sb< c < d (2 2) -Y(t)D-1[RY(c) + SY(d)JY-1(s)P-1(s) a< t < b < s < c < d . 
-Y(t)D-1SY(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s) a< t < b < c < s < d 

and Green's matrices for the other two intervals t E [b, c] and t E [c, d] may be written 
in a similar way. Thus in principle, a knowledge of any fundamental matrix for Ly = 0 
enables us to calculate the Green's matrix and inturn the solution y of the FPBVP given 
by (2.1). 

We shall now see how expression (2.1) can be used to examine the conditioning of 
(1.1) and (1.2). Since we shall be using orthogonal transformations we take (1.1) to be 
the Euclidian norm in Rn. It is a well known fact that all norms on Rn are almost 
equivalent and the use of another norm changes only the numerical constants in the 
subsequent results and hence we make use of the following notation. 

Let 

and 
llull = SuptE[a,dJlu(t)I 
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be its limiting value asp-+ oo. Then we have from (2.1) 

1 1 
-+-=l 
p q 

/J = IIY(t)D-1 Ii 

rq = Supt[1d[G(t,sWds]1fq 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The selection of suitable norm in (2.4) depends upon the problem under consideration. 
For the sake of convenience we consider the case of p = 1. When p = 1, (2.3), (2.4), and 
(2.5) reduces to 

IIYlloco S Jjaj + ,11/11 
f3 = lly(t)D-111 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

and 
1 = Supt,slG(t, s)I. (2.8) 

If in addition, we assume that the boundary conditions are scaled in such a way that 

M MT + N NT + RR7 + SST = I, 

then 
IY(t)D-11 =IG(t,a)GT(t,a) 

+ G(t, b)GT (t, b) + G(t, c)GT (t, c) + G(t, d)GT (t, d)j 

and hence 
(32 s ,2 + ,2 + ,2 + ,y2 s 4,2' fJ s 2;. 

Thus in this case the stability constant '"Y gives a measure for the sensitivity of ( 1.1) and 
(1.2) to changes in the data. We note from (2.7) and (2.8) that both the fundamental 
solution and the boundary conditions (1.2) will actually determine the magnitude of 
the stability constants 3 and 'Y. Thus it is possible to construct systems for which no 
boundary conditions exist such that B and 'Y are of moderate size: it is also possible to 
find boundary conditions for (1.1) so that /3 and ~1 are large. Thus if thf:' system (1.i) 
can support a well conditioned problem then the conditioning is intimately related to the 
choice of the boundary conditions. It is only for this reason that initial value methods 
such as shooting methods may fail to given fair results for some well conditioned problems. 

Definition 2.1. The condition number /3 of the boundary value problem (1.1) 
and ( 1. 2) is defined as 

The number (J is independent of the choice of the fundamental matrix. It is easily seen 
that if Z(t) is another fundamental matrix of Ly = 0 then there exists a constant non 
singular matrix C such that Z(t) = Y(t)C. 
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We consider the variation y(t) of (1.1) with respect to the small perturbations in 
the boundary conditions. For this we consider the perturbation of (1.2) in the form 

(M + 8M)y(a) + (N + 8N)y(b) + (R + 8R)y(c) + (S + 8S)y(d) =et+ 8a (2.9) 

We also assume that the perturbations are such that the characteristic matrix 

D1 = D + 8D = (M + 8M)Y(a) + (N + 8N)Y(b) + (R + 8R)Y(c) + (S + 8S)Y(d) 

is non-singular. 
The following lemma shows that ll8DD-1 II can be estimated in terms of /3 and the 

perturbations. 

Lemma 2.1. 

ll8DD-111 :S (ll8MII + 118NII + ll8RII + 118sll)/3. 

Proof. 

ll8DD-1II :S ll8MIIIIY(a)D-1II + ll8NIIIIY(b)D-1II + ll8RIIIIY(c)D-1II + ll8sl!Y(d)D-1II 
:S (ll8MII + ll8NII + ll8RII + ll8sll)IIY(t)D-1!1, 
:S (ll8MII + ll8NII + 118RII + ll8sll)/3 

Theorem 2.1. Let f > 0 be such that O< f < lci+i).5/3], where 

8 = max{ll8MII, ll8NII, 2ll8RII, 2118sll, ll8nll, ll8DII} 

and 
K = max 1d l1Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds. 

Then the sol'ution y*(t) of (1.1} satisfying (2.9) is such that 

8,8[1 - K(IIY(a)II + IIY(b)II + 2IIY(c)II + 3IIY(d)ll)J 
:S max IIY * (t) - y(t)II 

tE[a,d] 

:SD/3[1 + K(lly(a)II + IIY(b)II + 2IIY(c)II + 3IIY(d)ll)J. 

Proof. We shall discuss the case only when s E [a, b], the other cases can be dealt 
with similarly. Any solution y * (t) of (1.1) satisfying (2.9) is given by 

y * (t) = Y(t)D11(a,.+ 8a) + 1d G1 (t, s)f(s)ds 
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where 

G1(t,s)= 
tE[a,b] 

{ 

Y(t)D11M1Y(a)Y-1(s)P-1(s), a S s < t < b < c < d 
-Y(t)D11[N1Y(b) + R1Y(c) + S1Y(d)JY-1(s)P-1(s), a St< s < b < c :- d 
-Y(t)Di""1[R1Y(c) + S1Y(d)JY-1(s)P-1(s), a< t < b < 8 < c < d 
-Y(t)D11S1Y(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s), a< t < b < c < s < d. 

and Green's matrices for the other two cases namely t E [b, c] and t E [c, dJ can be written 
in a similar manner, where 

M1 = M + bM, N1 = N + bN, R1 = R + bR and S1 = S + 8S. 

Consider 

lly*(t) - y(t)II SIIY(t)[D11(a + ba) - n-10:]II 
+ 1t IIY(t)[D1

1 M1 - n-1 M]Y(a)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ lb IIY(t)[D11(N1Y(b) + R1Y(c) + S1Y(d)) 

- n-1(NY(b) + RY(c) + SY(d))]Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 
+ le IJY(t)[D1

1(R1Y(c) + S1Y(d)) 

- n-1(RY(c) + SY(d))]Y-1(8)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ id IIY(t)[Di""1S1 - n-1s]Y(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds. (2.10) 

We make use of the following rough estimates: 

D11(a + ba) - n-1a = (D + bD)-1(a + ba) - n-1a 
= n-1(! + n-1on)-1(a + ba) - n-1a 
'.:::'. n-1[/ - D-18D](a + ba) - n-1a '.:::'. n-1a. 

Similarly 

D11 M1 - n-1 M '.::'. n-18M, Di-1 N1 - n-1 N '.::'. n-18N, 

D1
1 R1 - n-1 R '.::'. n-1 '.:::'. bR and D1

1 S1 - n-1 S '.::'. n-18S. 
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Using these estimates in (2.10), we get 

IIY * (t) - y(t)II SIIY(t)D-18all + it IIY(t)D-18MY(a)Y-1(s)P-1(s)J(s)llds 

+ lb IIY(t)D-18NY(b)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ lb IIY(t)D-18RY(c)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 
+ lb IIY(t)D-18SY(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ le IIY(t)D-18RY(c)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ le l1Y(t)D-18SY(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

+ 1d IIY(t)D-18SY(d)Y-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 

SIIY(t_)D-18all + {IIY(t)D-1[8MY(a) + bNY(b) + 28RY(c) 

+ 38SY(d)]II} id IIY-1(s)P-1(s)f(s)llds 
SbfJ + b(JK[IIY(a)II + IIY(b)II + 2IIY(c)II + 3IIY(d)lll 
=bfJ[l + K(IIY(a)II + IIY(b)II + 2IIY(c)II + 3IIY(d)II)]. 

The reverse in equality follows by noting the fact that 

lly•(t) -y(t)II 2: IIY(t)D-1all - id IIG1(t,s) - G(t,s)llllf(s)llds. 

One may choose /3 such that 

fJ S max IIY(t)IIIID-111 
tE[a,d] 

to obtain a more reliable quantity for (J. 

The estimates in the above theorem depends on the well known quantities and the 
values of the fundamental matrix at the boundary points. 
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